
Our Week in St George’s Early Years   

w/b 19/9/2022  

Our continued our RE topic Family: Myself. 

We know that God loves us and knows 

us by our name. We know we are     

precious to God and we talked about 

and drew who was precious to us.   

We have continued to read and explore Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears. We have cut and stuck, creating our own 

bear pictures and have also sized bears putting them into 

the correct order from biggest to smallest.  

Isaiah 43 1:2 

God says:  

You are precious to me. 

I love you. 

I know you. 

I know your name. 

I call you by your name.  

You are my child.   



We are learning all about the number 2.  

Reception have been counting out 2 items, identifying 2 

(objects and the numeral), making 2 on a ten frame and 

forming the number 2 in our books.  

Nursery have been sorting colours and counting teddies 

and singing number rhymes.    

Reception have begun phonics using the 

Read Write Inc scheme. This week we 

learned all about m, a, s and d. We love the 

mnemonics and have tried really hard to 

form the letters in our phonics book. 

Nursery have enjoyed phonics too,          

identifying sounds, playing games with       

different sounds, copying sounds and of 

course singing nursery rhymes!  

On Monday we all stayed at home to 

watch the funeral of Queen Elizabeth II.  

We drew our own Queen pictures to  

remember her in class.  



We went on an Autumn leaf hunt as Autumn started this week. We have   

noticed it getting colder and darker outside and that the leaves have changed 

colour. We collected leaves and sticks and explored the other natural        

materials outdoors.  

We are always so creative! Choosing our own   

resources to make our art work and joining in    

activities the adults have put out for us. We    

practised our cutting sticks by making people and 

giving them an imaginative hair cut!  



In Early Years we always work on 

strengthening out fine motor muscles. 

Along with daily Squiggle Whilst You 

Wiggle and Dough Disco, we have used 

the pegs to create patterns and played 

games with the balls and tweezers to try 

and beat the timer.   


